Prolonged multilineage clonal hematopoiesis in a rhesus recipient of CD34 positive cells marked with a RD114 pseudotyped oncoretroviral vector.
The ability to efficiently transfer a gene into repopulating hematopoietic stem cells would create many therapeutic opportunities. We have evaluated the ability of particles bearing an alternative envelope protein, that of the feline endogenous virus (RD114), to transduce stem cells in a nonhuman primate autologous transplantation model using rhesus macaques. We have previously shown this pseudotyped vector to be superior to the amphotropic vector at transducing cells in umbilical cord blood capable of establishing hematopoiesis in immunodeficient mice. Gene transfer efficiency as reflected by the number of genetically modified cells in hematopoietic tissues varied among the five monkeys studied from low levels (<1%) in three animals to much higher levels in two (20-60%). An animal that exhibited extremely high levels for several weeks was found by vector genome insertion site analysis to have reconstitution predominantly with a single clone of cells. This variability among animals is in keeping with computer simulations of reconstitution with limiting numbers of stem cells genetically modified at about 10% efficiency. Our studies provide insights into the biology of hematopoietic reconstitution and suggest approaches for increasing stem cell targeted gene transfer efficiency.